
PREREQUISITE CHECK  Sorting felt-tipped pens and pencil 
crayons into two groups.

WAYS OF WORKING  Whole class  
Where possible, give children access to pens and pencils, 
encouraging them to physically sort them into two parts, and 
then back into a whole.

IN FOCUS  This Prerequisite check practises the Unit 2 skill 
of sorting using the properties of objects. Children can sort 
by pens and pencils (the more obvious grouping) or by colour 
(more difficult to spot).

ASK  
• Can you remember what ‘sort’ means? 
• What objects are shown here? 
• Which item are there more of? Which item are there  

fewer of? 
• How could you sort them into two groups? 
• What colours are they? Is there another way to sort them?

STIMULUS  Picture to prompt a guided activity 
The picture shows objects and empty hoops as an 
introduction to the parts in a part-whole model.

WAYS OF WORKING  Whole class or small groups 
Spark children’s interest with the Stimulus activity. 
Encourage children to discuss how to sort the objects into 
two parts (the hoops), anticipating the layout of a part-whole 
model that they will be introduced to in the Discover activity. 

IN FOCUS  The focus of the Stimulus is to move children 
towards the mathematical skill of sorting objects into hoops, 
a precursor to the part-whole model. Another important step 
here is the introduction of the language of parts and whole.

Encourage mastery of the concepts of parts and wholes by 
using every opportunity to identify a whole and its parts in 
everyday contexts, and how parts can go back together to 
make the whole, and then break up again to go back into 
parts. Use the Explore table on page 26 for more activity 
ideas to help embed the learning.

ASK  
• Look at the picture. What can you see?
• What might the two parts be? Where could you put the two 

parts to make this clear? 
• [After deciding how to sort the parts.] If these are the parts, 

what is the whole? And if you break them up again into two 
groups, what are the parts?

GET ACTIVE Use the picture to lead into a guided activity 
in the outside area. Lay hula hoops on the floor in the 
shape of a part-whole model (1 hoop at the top, 2 hoops 
below). Place 3 skipping ropes and 2 balls in the whole hoop. 
Guide children towards sorting the items into the two part 
hoops, using the Ask questions above as a starting point if 
necessary.

Day 1
Learning focus
Sorting objects into two groups

Unit 6 Number bonds within 5

Let’s sort the objects  
into 2 groups.

Let’s look!

Introducing the part-whole model

Unit 6: Number bonds within 5, Week 1: Introducing the part-whole model
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Before you teach 
• Are all children able to count to 5 confidently?
• Can children confidently sort a small group of 

objects into two groups?
• Are children confident using sorting vocabulary such 

as more, fewer, same and different?

Starter

STIMULUSPREREQUISITE CHECK
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Discover

WAYS OF WORKING  Whole class or small groups 
Have concrete manipulatives, such as real or toy cakes or 
cubes, available for children to recreate the cakes in the 
Discover picture. Circular plates would be useful to support 
children’s sorting of the cakes. 

IN FOCUS  The focus of this activity is to show how a whole 
(5 cakes) can be sorted into two parts (two types of cake). 
Guide the discussion about how the whole can be sorted 
into two parts, to consolidate the key language of whole 
and parts. Use every opportunity to embed this language, 
modelling stem sentences for children to copy, such as: You 
sorted the cakes by moving them into two parts, now put them 
back together to show the whole again. 

ASK  
• What can you see in the picture? 
• What are the parts? How many cupcakes are there? How 

many doughnuts are there? 
• How many cakes are there altogether? What is the whole?
• How many doughnuts will Aidan’s toy get? How many 

cupcakes will Ella’s toy get?

WAYS OF WORKING  Whole class

IN FOCUS  Children can use concrete manipulatives to help 
sort the cakes. The part-whole model shows how the whole 
number of 5 cakes can be sorted and split into two distinct 
parts. The Discover picture can be recreated using the 
Part whole teaching tool, using two colours of counters or 
cubes to represent the cakes. Show the items moving from 
the whole to the parts and back again.

ASK  
• Where is the whole? Where are the parts? 
• What has happened to the whole in the second picture? 

STRENGTHEN  Provide children with the opportunity to 
manipulate physical blocks or cubes, moving them from 
the whole into two separate parts as you work through the 
Share activity. Demonstrate how the whole is empty when it 
has been split into the two parts, reinforcing how the whole 
becomes two parts.

DEEPEN  Children can make their own teddy bears’ picnic 
using 4–6 cubes or building blocks in two different colours 
and two different sizes to represent cakes. Encourage 
children to split the ‘cakes’ up in different ways between two 

Share

Discover
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Sort the and the  into 2 parts.

My  wants .
My wants .

Aidan Ella

Share
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Sort the and the   
into 2 parts.

I can see how 
to sort the 
cakes!

One part is the . The other part is the .

I can use 
numbers to 
show the parts.

Day 2
Learning focus
Sorting a whole into two distinct parts

STRENGTHEN  Use stem sentences to support understanding 
of where the whole and the two parts are, for example: The 
whole is ... [all of the cakes]. The parts are ... [the two plates 
of cakes]. One part is the plate of ... [2 doughnuts] and the 
other part is the ... [plate of 3 cupcakes]. Children can use 
cubes in different colours to represent the two types of cake 
and use real plates or hoops to physically sort them.

plates. Ask them to show this on a part-whole model using 
drawings or refer them to what Flo says and encourage 
them to use digit cards.

GET ACTIVE  Ask children to make sets of up to 5 playdough 
cakes, decorating each cake with one candle, using two 
different colours of candle. Encourage them to draw or 
complete part-whole models to show the two colours, 
thinking about ways they can sort the cakes they make.
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WAYS OF WORKING  Whole class or small groups 
Have cubes or blocks in two different colours available for 
children to use to represent the cakes. 

IN FOCUS  The focus of this Think Together activity is on 
becoming familiar with the concept of wholes and parts. 
Use the Ask questions to spark discussion and consolidate 
understanding. The small step of progression between the 
questions is moving children from sorting different items 
to sorting identical items, challenging them to look for 
different ways to sort.

ASK

• Question 1 : What is the same and what is different? What 
is the whole? How many parts do you need to sort into? What 
could the parts be?

• Question 2 : Are there any other ways to sort the cakes?

STRENGTHEN  Children who are not yet ready to move onto 
concrete representations should be encouraged to use toy 
cakes or playdough cakes to represent the problem.

Use the Part whole teaching tool to reinforce number 
bonds to 5. Move 4 counters into the whole and then move 
3 counters from the whole to one of the parts. Next move 

Think together
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1   Sort the whole into 2 parts. 2   Sort the whole into 2 parts.

I will use  to 
help me. I can see how 

to sort them.

Think together

WAYS OF WORKING  Independent thinking 

IN FOCUS  The focus of this Practice activity is to 
reinforce the vocabulary of whole and parts and to embed 
understanding of these concepts, and of the part-whole 
model, using plates as a more familiar, natural context.

MASTERY CHECKPOINT  Children who have mastered this 
concept can say how they know what the whole is and what 
the parts are, and can show this using cubes or blocks, or by 
drawing in their journals. When prompted, they can explore 
different ways of splitting the whole and they can explain 
that the whole does not change, even if you move the parts.
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Sort the whole into 2 parts.

Strengthen: What is the whole? Show the whole with counters or cubes. How could you sort 
them into parts? Is there another way to sort them? [For example, ‘3 and 1’ and ‘1 and 3’.]
Deepen: Can you show other ways to break the whole into two parts? Have you found all the 
ways to sort them? What if the whole was 3? Are there other ways to sort the whole?

ELG 12: Mathematics: Shape, space and measures explore characteristics of everyday 
objects and shapes and use mathematical language to describe them
ELG 11: Mathematics: Numbers using quantities and objects, add 2 single-digit numbers
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Strengthen: What is the whole? How many cakes represent the whole? How many parts are 
there? How could you sort the whole into the parts? Where is the fi rst part? What could you 
put in the fi rst part? Show me the second part. When you have sorted the parts, how many 
are left in the whole?
Deepen: Is there more than one way to sort the cakes into two parts? Does there have to be 
the same number of cakes on each plate? Can there be different types of cake on the same 
plate? What else could you try?3Ask

I will use to help me. 
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Sort the whole into 2 parts.
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the remaining 1 counter from the whole into the other part 
and explain to children what you are doing. Use complete 
sentences to model answers for children to repeat. Ask them 
to say their own sentences based on the number facts you 
display on the teaching tool.

DEEPEN  Encourage children to think more deeply about  
the meaning of the words whole and parts. Ask: What is  
the whole here? Will the whole stay the same if you swap the 
two parts? Is there another way to show the parts? Can you 
explain your answer? 

Day 3
Learning focus
Recognising different representations of two parts 

Practice: Journal 1
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